Extracting miRNA mentions and relations from biomedical literature.

Table C. Results of tri-occurrence based approach for relation extraction
using entities identified by ProMiner.
Training Corpus

Interacting Entity Classes
NonSpMiR-D
NonSpMiR-GP
SpMiR-D
SpMiR-GP

Test Corpus

R

P

F1

R

P

F1

0.60
0.53
0.62
0.43

0.21
0.35
0.31
0.41

0.31
0.42
0.41
0.42

0.49
0.87
0.52
0.45

0.3
0.36
0.38
0.41

0.38
0.51
0.44
0.43

The impact of the entity recognition on miRNA relation extraction is
evaluated by applying the tri-occurrence method on the automatically
annotated training and test corpus. Compared to the results on the
gold standard entity annotation a drop of 21 percentage points (pp)
for NSM-D, 5pp for NSM-G/P, 24pp for SM-D, and 32pp in F1 can
be observed for the test corpus.
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(PM). Especially for MeSH the recall increase of 12 % evaluating
partial match. Reasons are correct matches but more granular
descriptions of diseases in the text than the ones contained in the
MeSH dictionary. Inspection of missing hits revealed that both
dictionaries have a lack of disease name abbreviations.
The MeSHAbbr dictionary is developed to overcome this
(cf. Table B), resulting in gain of ⇠11 % recall and ⇠21 %
precision. Furthermore, merging results obtained from MeSHAbbr
and MedDRA dictionary led to an additional increase of 8% in recall
(cf. Table ??). Overall, it is noticeable that by considering these two
processing steps, 20% recall was gained in comparison to the MeSH
dictionary.
By far, most abstracts in test corpus are talking about human
(71), followed by mouse (16), and rats (8). Pig has 2 abstracts,
zebrafish, HIV-1, HSV-1, and C.elegans 1 each. Note that the
species distribution is strongly biased to human, facilitating better
performance of species dictionary indicated in cf. Table ??.
Evaluation results of dictionary containing relation triggers
(cf. Table ??) shows that it covers substantial part of the terms that
represent relations involving miRNAs, providing sufficient coverage.

3.3

Relation Extraction

A comparison of the different relation extraction approaches is shown
in Table D and Figure 3. For the evaluation of the relation extraction
the named entity recognition is given and result naturally in a 100
% recall for the co occurrence. This recall is not diminished using
the trio-ccurrence approach while the precision increases between 4
and 17 % when compared to the co-occurrence based approach, due
to the fact that it detects lesser false positives. For both training and
test corpus the precision is higher when entities belonging to Specific
miRNAs class are involved in interaction. However, the precision in
both classes reaches less than 60%. Using machine learning based
classification the precision could be increased up to 76 % for specific
miRNA -gene relations. The F1 measure is not substantially different
but recall is decreased and precision increased. This is true for all
three methods (LIBLINEAR, SVM, Naive Bayes) used.
Class imbalance is an evident issue for the classifier, resulting in a
lower recall and a decreased performance for the relation classes with
high ratio of negative instances. Depending on the use-case (high
recall or precision) either tri-occurrence or machine learning-based
relation extraction can be selected.
Most relation extraction approaches are dependent on the
performance of the named entity recognition. The error propagation
coming from an automated NER system is a behavior that is well
known and investigated in the community Giuliano et al. (2007).

EXTRACTING MIRNA -NEURODEGENRATIVE
DISEASE RELATIONS FROM FULL MEDLINE

For the neurodegenerative diseases Alzheimer, Parkinson and
Epilepsy we extract the miRNA - disease relations from full
MEDLINE applying our tri- occurrence approach. For Alzheimer’s
disease 41 abstracts with 159 relations, for Epilepsy ? publications
with ? relations and for Parkinson ? abstracts with ? disease - miRNA
relations could be retrieved. For Alzheimer’s Disease we compared
the results obtained from tri-occurrence based approach for Specific
MiRNAs with the results obtained by querying a manually curated
database, miR2Disease (Jiang et al., 2009) E. The mir2Disease
database contains about 28 evidences from 9 articles containing
information on miRNAs-Alzheimer disease relations. Among these
only 14 evidences were obtained from the abstracts, 50% of all
the evidences. Out of the 28 evidences, 16 were extracted from a
one full text document (PMID: 18434550). Only 2 evidences were
identified at abstract level among these 16 evidences. Overall, about
26 miRNAs were identified by miR2Disease database which are in
relation with Alzheimer disease.
From the 159 evidences found by our automatic apporach 108 were
true positives revealing a precision of ... . Compared to the content
of the miR2Disease database for Alzheimer’s Disease our approach
has 3-fold increase in miRNAs-disease relation information. This
approach was able to identify about 40% more number of miRNAs
that participate in Alzheimer disease (at abstract level).
The analysis of 17 false negative relations which are in the database
but not found by our apporach shows that most of the relations could
only be found in full text and that the automatic system misses
four miRNA-Alzheimer’s disease relations from abstracts. Manual
inspection reveales that in three out of the missing four evidences the
disease name was not mentioned in the sentence (relation occurred
at coreference level).
Overall, our approach give promising results when compared
with the miR2Disease databse and indicate that we can extend the
databases to a large extend with new relations. Such an approach
makes it much easier to keep databases up to date. Nevertheless full
text processing would most certainly increase the recall of automatic
processing.
To analyse the gene - miRNA relations for those diseases we
extracted those relations for the three neurodegenerative diseases.
For the neurodegenerative diseases Alzheimer, Parkinson and
Epilepsy we extracted the miRNA - disease relations from full
MEDLINE. For We compared the results obtained from trioccurrence based approach with the results obtained by querying a
manually curated database, miR2Disease (Jiang et al., 2009). This
comparison was performed for only one disease, Alzheimer’s Disease.
To generate the results for comparison we followed the below steps:
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